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Smartraveller.gov.au - Iraq 1 day ago . BASRA, Iraq — Violent protests in this oil-producing city have dealt a fateful political blow to pro-American Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, ?Iraq ReliefWeb 16 hours ago . Algerian football fans have sparked a minor diplomatic crisis with Iraq after the terraces erupted with chants praising former leader Saddam. Iraq - Wikitravel 4 hours ago . The White House said Iranian-backed militias in Iraq carried out “life-threatening attacks” against the U.S. consulate in Basra and the U.S. Iraq OCHA Saddam Hussein football chant sparks Algeria-Iraq diplomatic crisis Ongoing violence between armed groups and government forces has resulted to over 3 million internally displaced persons across Iraq and left 8.7 million News for Iraq This advice has been reviewed. The level of our advice has not changed. Do not travel to Iraq, including the Kurdish region. If you choose to visit, in spite of our Iraq - The New York Times IRAQ is a highly respected, refereed academic journal devoted to studies of the history, art, archaeology, religion, economic and social life of Iraq, and to a . IRAQ/ SHOCK AND AWE - YouTube During ancient times, lands that now constitute Iraq were known as Mesopotamia (“Land Between the Rivers”), a region whose extensive alluvial plains gave . Iraq - Wikipedia Iraq officially known as the Republic of Iraq (Arabic: ????????? ????????? About this sound Jumh?rî‘iyat al- Ir?q; Kurdish: ????????? ? Komari Er ?), is a country in . WHO Iraq - World Health Organization Iraq (Arabic: ??????? Al-Ir?q) is a republic in the Middle East, north-west of the Persian Gulf. It borders Iran to the east, Kuwait to the south, Saudi Arabia to the . Iraq on JSTOR Explore Iraq local news alerts & today s headlines geolocated on live map on website or application. Focus on politics, military news and security alerts. Iraq - latest news, breaking stories and comment - The Independent News about Iraq, including commentary and archival articles published in The New York Times. Iraq s Forgotten Casualties: Children Orphaned in Battle With ISIS. Turkish Airstrike in Iraqi Territory Kills a Kurdish Militant Leader. Images for Iraq 18 hours ago . In scenes that appeared to mirror the explosion of protests across southern Iraq in July, government headquarters and the offices of many of Iraq news map in English - News from Baghdad, Anbar, Kirkuk . All the latest breaking news on Iraq. Browse The Independent s complete collection of articles and commentary on Iraq. Iraq - Geopolitics, Analysis and News - Stratfor Multinational military operations in Iraq against the Islamic State (ISIS) intensified in 2017, with Iraqi forces retaking most of the country. Human rights Iraq Fact Facts - CNN - CNN.com Iraq has been ravaged by cycles of warfare, a massive refugee crisis, crippling sectarianism, and the violent spread of the self-styled Islamic State. As the U.S. Iraq World The Guardian Iraq has seen religious and sectarian warfare for over a decade because of the invasion, so having certain opinions or affiliations in the wrong area can be . Iraq United States Institute of Peace Get the Latest Iraq News and Iraqi Business News Including Oil & Gas, Investment & Finance, Politics and Communication. Subscribe to Get the Latest News. Iraq Crisis Group 21 Jul 2016 - 8 min - Uploaded by CNNShot 03/21/2003. bombs drop on Baghdad at night To License This Clip, Click Here: http Iraq Foreign Affairs Latest news and information from the World Bank and its development work in Iraq. Access Iraq s economy facts, statistics, project information, development Iraq History, Map, Population, & Facts Britannica.com All in all, do you think it was worth going to war in Iraq, or not? In view of the developments since we first sent our troops to Iraq, do you think you should have. Iraq - Travel guide at Wikivoyage Iraq - The World Factbook — Central Intelligence Agency Middle East :: IRAQ. Page last updated on September 04, 2018. The World Factbook x. Middle East ::IRAQ. Flag Description. three equal horizontal bands of red Iraq Gallup Historical Trends - Gallup News All major governmental buildings set on fire by protesters in #Iraq s Basra; protesters have also set fire on offices of Badr, Asai b Ahl al-Hak, Nujaba a, Dawa . Iraq World Middle East/North Africa Human Rights Watch The WHO country health profile of Iraq provides key statistics and links to health topical databases, plus news, features and Bulletin journal articles on the health . White House Blames Iranian-Backed militias for Attacking U.S. Find humanitarian situation reports, news, analysis, evaluations, assessments, maps, infographics and more on Iraq. Iraq - Regional News - CNBC.com Iraq s Water Crisis Gives the Public One More Reason to Protest . Iraq: With a New Alliance, Sairoon and Fatah Inch Toward a Parliamentary Majority. The two Iraq Business News ?30 Aug 2018 . Read CNN s Iraq Fast Facts for a look at the country which borders Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Syria, Turkey, Iran and the Persian Gulf. Iraq Home - World Bank Group 5 hours ago . U.S. to hold Tehran responsible for “proxy” attacks in Iraq. In August the US State Department rolled out a new Iran Action Group that is U.S. to hold Tehran responsible for “proxy” attacks in Iraq - Middle Results 1 - 10 of 273 . The End of the Iran Deal Could Destabilize Iraq. The real question now facing Iraq is how Iran will choose to respond to Trump s withdrawal . How violent protests in Iraq could escalate - The Washington Post Iraq: three dead as anti-corruption protests rage on in Basra. Published: 6 Sep Iraq is dying : oil flows freely but corruption fuels growing anger. Locked out of News about #Iraq on Twitter BASRA/ ERBIL, Iraq, Sept 7- Civil unrest fueled by anger against perceived corruption and misrule by Iraq s political elite intensified across the south of the . Iraq s Prime Minister Abadi dealt political blow by violent protests in . Iraq has been successively ravaged by the 1980-1988 war with Iran, crippling sanctions after its invasion of Kuwait in 1990, internal conflict after the U.S.-led